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Abstract—This paper presents a new topology for a high efficiency dc/dc resonant power converter that utilizes a resistance compression network to provide simultaneous zero voltage switching and near zero current switching across a wide range of input voltage, output voltage and power levels. The resistance compression network (RCN) maintains desired current waveforms over a wide range of voltage operating conditions. The use of on/off control in conjunction with near bandwidth frequency control enables high efficiency to be maintained across a wide range of power levels. The converter implementation provides galvanic isolation and enables large (greater than 1:10) voltage conversion ratios, making the system suitable for large step-up conversion in applications such as distributed photovoltaic converters. Experimental results from a 200 W prototype operating at 500 kHz show that over 95% efficiency is maintained across an input voltage range of 25 V to 40 V with an output voltage of 400 V. It is also shown that the converter operates very efficiently over a wide output voltage range of 250 V to 400 V, and a wide output power range of 20 W to 200 W. These experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-voltage-gain dc/dc converters are found in a variety of applications. For example, to connect photovoltaic panels to the grid, interface circuitry is needed. Some architectures for this purpose incorporate dc/dc converters to boost voltage of individual photovoltaic panels to a high dc-link voltage, with follow-on electronics for converting dc to ac (e.g., [1], [2]). The step-up dc/dc converter is a critical part of this system, and must operate efficiently for a large voltage step-up and for a wide voltage range (e.g., at the converter input and/or output depending upon the system). Furthermore, to be compact it must operate at high switching frequencies.

In conventional hard-switched power converters, the overlap of current and voltage is large during switching, resulting in significant power loss, especially at high frequencies. Soft switched resonant converter topologies providing zero voltage switching (ZVS) or zero current switching (ZCS) can greatly reduce loss at the switching transitions, enabling high efficiency at high frequencies (e.g., [3], [4]). Unfortunately, while many soft-switched resonant designs achieve excellent performance for nominal operating conditions, performance can degrade quickly with variation in input and output voltages and power levels.

Limitations on the efficient operating range of resonant converters are tied to both converter structure and control. Numerous control techniques are possible for compensating variations in input voltage, output voltage, and power level. These include frequency control [3], [4], phase-shift PWM control [5], asymmetric duty cycle PWM control [6], and on-off or burst control [7]. Each of these control techniques in conjunction with conventional resonant tank structures imposes significant design limits. For example, the conventional half-bridge Series Resonant Converter (SRC) [4] requires wide-band frequency variation to control the power when output load or input voltage varies such that the magnetics cannot be optimally designed. Furthermore, to maintain zero-voltage switching the frequency must increase to reduce power, hurting the efficiency at light load. For a full-bridge version of the SRC, phase shift control can be used to control the power and reject conversion ratio variations (e.g., [5]). However, this results in asymmetrical current levels in the switches at the switching instants, with the switches in the leading leg turning off at high currents. The effective impedance of the rectifier in a resonant converter also often causes challenges, as it varies with operating conditions.

This paper introduces a new high efficiency resonant dc/dc converter topology, the Resistance Compression Network (RCN) converter, which seeks to overcome the above-mentioned challenges. This converter operates with simultaneous zero voltage switching (ZVS) and near zero current switching (ZCS) across a wide range of input voltage, output voltage and power levels, resulting in low switching losses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the topology and control of the proposed RCN dc/dc converter. The converter is analyzed and methodology for its design is presented in section III. Section IV describes the design and implementation of a prototype RCN dc/dc converter. The experimental results from this prototype are presented and discussed in section V. Finally, section VI summarizes the conclusion of the paper.

II. RCN CONVERTER TOPOLOGY AND CONTROL

The dc/dc converter proposed here consists of an inversion stage, a transformation stage and a rectification stage, as shown in Fig. 1. The inversion and rectification stages use standard designs. However, the transformation stage and the control of the converter are new. The topology of the proposed Resistance Compression Network (RCN) converter is shown in Fig. 2. The converter as shown is designed to step-up voltage. The transformation stage consists of a matching network, a
transformer, and a resistance compression network (RCN). The matching network acts as a filter and provides a voltage gain [10], hence reducing the transformer turns ratio requirement. One issue with high-turns-ratio step-up transformers that exists in many topologies is that the parasitic leakage inductance of the transformer can undesirably ring with its secondary side winding capacitance at the switching transitions. This creates large ringing in the current and voltage waveforms, and high-frequency losses. The matching network also eliminates this ringing by absorbing the transformer parasitics. The 1:N transformer provides additional voltage gain and isolation. The resistance compression network (composed of \( L_r \) and \( C_r \)) [8], [9], limits the output power in a desirable manner as the input and output voltages vary. The RCN also includes a series resonant tank (composed of \( L_r \) and \( C_r \)) [4]. Its purpose is to provide additional filtering. The inversion stage is simply a full-bridge inverter (composed of switches \( S_1 \) – \( S_4 \)). A full-bridge is used instead of a half-bridge to reduce the voltage gain requirement from the matching network and the transformer. The rectification stage is composed of two half-bridge rectifiers. The half-bridge rectifiers provide an additional gain of two relative to full-bridge rectifiers, hence also reducing the gain requirement from the transformation stage. The capacitors \( C_i \) and \( C_o \) are for input and output filtering, respectively, and the two capacitors marked as \( C_{DC} \) are for dc blocking purposes.

The output power in the proposed converter is regulated using on-off control, also known as burst-mode control or bang-bang control. Power is controlled by gating the converter on and off at a modulation frequency that is much lower than the switching frequency [2], [11]. The advantage of using on-off control is that the magnetics are designed for only a single frequency (a high frequency) while the power is regulated by turning the devices on and off at a lower frequency. Moreover, the power is transferred only in the fraction of the time the converter is on, which results in high efficiency even at light loads. The output power is controlled by the duty ratio of the on-off modulation. The on-off modulation has its own corresponding loss. The higher the modulation frequency the greater the loss. The output capacitance is sized according to the modulation frequency. With a lower modulation frequency a larger capacitor has to be used. The duty ratio of the modulation also determines the loss. Very small or very large duty ratio results in greater loss as the converter operates in steady state for a shorter time. So, in order to minimize the total loss both the modulation frequency and the duty ratio have to be considered.

III. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Using fundamental frequency analysis, at the switching frequency the half-bridge rectifiers can be modeled as resistors [9], as illustrated in Fig. 3. The effective resistance of these rectifiers is given by:

\[
R_L = \frac{4V_{out}^2}{\pi^2P_{out}},
\]

where \( V_{out} \) is the converter output voltage and \( P_{out} \) is the switching-cycle-average output power. One of the legs of the RCN also has a series resonant tank tuned to the switching frequency. Since, the tank appears as a short circuit at the switching frequency, it is treated as such in Fig. 3 and in the following analysis. Similarly the dc blocking capacitor \( C_{DC} \) of Fig. 2 is an effective short at the high switching frequency. Hence, at the switching frequency the input impedance of the RCN looks purely resistive and is given by:

\[
Z_{RCN} = \frac{X_r^2 + R_L^2}{2R_L},
\]

where \( X_r \) is the magnitude of impedance of the RCN elements (\( L_r \) and \( C_r \)) at the switching frequency. The use of the resistance compression network reduces the change in impedance seen by the inverter as the effective rectifier resistance \( (R_L) \) changes due to variations in output voltage and output power [8], [9]. This compression effect can be seen in Fig. 4, which shows that the RCN input impedance \( (Z_{RCN}) \) varies only by
25% while the effective rectifier resistance varies by 400%. This helps achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS) and near zero current switching (ZCS) of the inverter switches across a wide range of output and input voltages. The RCN also serves to limit the instantaneous output power across the full operating range by providing a specified loading characteristic. The value of $X_s$ is selected in such a way so as to limit the output power to the maximum value required at the minimum input voltage. Since the power delivery capability of the converter increases with input voltage, this ensures that the converter can deliver the maximum required power across its entire input voltage range. The expression for output power ($P_{out}$) can be found by neglecting losses and equating input power ($P_{in}=\left(\frac{1}{2}V_{in}\right)^2/2Z_I$, where $Z_I$ is the input impedance of the matching network as shown in Fig. 5) to output power ($P_{out}=4V_{out}^2/\pi^2 R_L$). The output power of the converter is given by:

$$P_{out} = \frac{4V_{out}}{X^2_{out}} \sqrt{4V_{in}^2 N^2 G^2 - V_{out}^2}, \quad (3)$$

This expression for output power is in terms of input voltage ($V_{in}$), output voltage ($V_{out}$), the transformer turns ratio ($N$) and the matching network gain voltage ($G$).

The gain of the matching network can be calculated using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5 and is given by:

$$G \equiv \frac{V_{out}}{V_{i}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(\omega Z_X)^2 + (1 - \omega^2 L_C R_C)^2}}, \quad (4)$$

where $\omega$ is the angular switching frequency. Here $Z_T$ (= $Z_{RCN}/N^2$) is the effective load seen by the matching network. As $Z_T$ varies with changes in power, the gain varies. However, due to the resistance compression network, this gain is fairly constant across variation in input and output voltage. The input impedance of the matching network as seen by the inverter is given by:

$$Z_I = \frac{j(X_{L_{rp}} Z_T^2 + X^2_{C_{rp}} X_{L_{rp}} - X^2_{C_{rp}} Z_T^2) + X^2_{C_{rp}} Z_T}{Z_T^2 + X^2_{C_{rp}}} \quad (5)$$

where $X_{L_{rp}}$ and $X_{C_{rp}}$ are the magnitude of the impedance of $L_{rp}$ and $C_{rp}$, respectively. For $Z_I$ to be resistive, $X_{L_{rp}}$ and $X_{C_{rp}}$ and $Z_T$ must satisfy:

$$X_{L_{rp}} = \frac{X_{C_{rp}} Z_T^2}{X^2_{C_{rp}} + Z_T^2}. \quad (6)$$

Picking $X_{L_{rp}}$ to be slightly larger than the value given by (6), so that $Z_I$ is slightly inductive, ensures that the inverter switches achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS) and near zero current switching (ZCS). The equations presented above are used in the design of the prototype converter in the next section.

**IV. Prototype Converter Design**

A prototype of the RCN dc/dc converter of Fig. 2 has been designed and built. The designed dc/dc converter is meant to be part of a two-stage photovoltaic-to-grid conversion system, as shown in Fig. 6. The RCN dc/dc converter is designed to convert the low (widely varying) output voltage of a photovoltaic panel into a high dc-link voltage. The design specifications for this prototype are given in Table I. The converter is required to operate over an input voltage range of 25-40 V, at an output voltage range of 250-400 V and over a wide output power range of 20-200 W.

The switching frequency of the converter is chosen to be 500 kHz, and the on/off modulation frequency for output power control is chosen to be 500 Hz. The components used in the inversion, transformation and rectification stage of the converter are listed in Table II. For the full-bridge inverter, EPC100-V/25-A enhancement mode GaN transistors (EPC2001) were used. Two of these devices were paralleled for each switch to reduce the conduction loss. Two half-bridge gate drivers for enhancement mode GaN FETs (LM5113) have been chosen. This is a 5-A/100-V bridge driver with an integrated high-side bootstrap diode. It also has undervoltage lockout capability. The transistors are switched at 500 kHz using TI’s digital signal controller (TMS320F28335). This has PWM modules that can easily be programmed to produce the required waveforms with a minimum of 10 ns dead time. For the rectifier, silicon carbide Schottky diodes (C3D02060E) were used. These are 2 A devices with 600 V blocking capability.

For the transformation stage, the reactive elements values were chosen considering the trade-offs between the losses in the parasitics of the transformer, the matching network and the RCN. If the total gain provided by the transformer and matching network is increased, the magnitude of impedance...
of the RCN also has to be increased. This helps in reducing the increase in output power at higher output voltages, which in turn helps maintain high efficiencies at the higher output voltages. If more gain is provided by the matching network, the value of the matching network inductance needed increases and the losses in this inductance also increase. However, this results in a decrease in the required gain of the transformer leading to a decrease in the number of its secondary turns. Hence, the winding loss in the transformer decreases. On the other hand, the volts-seconds at the transformer primary increase thus increasing the core loss. An analysis of these losses was carried out to find the optimal values for the reactive elements. This optimization showed that the transformer turns ratio (N) should be 6 and the gain of the matching network (G) should be 1.67, for a total gain of approximately 10.

The value of $X_L$ was calculated using (3) with the output power set to its maximum value of 200 W and input voltage set to its minimum value of 25 V and output voltage set to 400 V. From this the value of $L_s$ and $C_s$ were obtained using $L_s = \frac{X_L}{\omega}$ and $C_s = \frac{1}{\omega X_L}$. The values of $L_{rp}$ and $C_{rp}$ were calculated using (4) and (6) which makes the input impedance of the matching network resistive. However, the value of $L_{rp}$ was increased slightly to provide slightly inductive loading of the inverter to achieve ZVS switching of the inverter switches.

For the design of the magnetic structure, a trade-off was made between loss and size. For the transformer and inductors, different core sizes (RM10, RM12 and RM14) and types of windings (litz wire and foil) were considered. For the transformer, RM12 provided a good balance between loss and size. Copper foil was chosen for the primary winding due to the high current and litz wire was chosen for the secondary winding to reduce the proximity effect given the large number of turns. For the inductors ($L_s$, $L_p$ and $L_{rp}$), RM12 core and litz wire were chosen. Mica capacitors were used for $C_s$ and $C_r$ due to their stable capacitance value characteristics. The design value for $C_s$ was 1300 pF and for $C_r$ was 1000 pF. However, since these were in series, a single capacitor of 560 pF was used instead. Six 10 nF ceramic capacitors with very low equivalent series resistance (ESR) were used for $C_{rp}$.

Further design details of this converter are given in [12]. A photograph of the prototype converter is shown in Fig. 7.

### V. Experimental Results

The prototype RCN dc/dc converter has been tested using a dc power supply and a resistive load. The tests were carried out with different input voltages (in the 25-40 V range) and different output voltages (in the 250-400 V range). Figure 8 shows current and voltage waveforms for the converter over two switching periods, when operated at an input voltage of 25 V. In particular, it shows the current through the inductor of the matching network, which is also the output current of the inverter, the gate drive voltages of the inverter switches $S_1$ and $S_3$, and the drain-source voltage of the switch $S_3$. As expected the current through the inductor of the matching network

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage ($V_{in}$) Range</td>
<td>25 V - 40 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage ($V_{out}$) Range</td>
<td>250 V - 400 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power ($P_{out}$) Range</td>
<td>20 W - 200 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>100-V/25-A GaN enhancement mode power transistor (EPC’s EPC2001), Qty: 8 (2 in parallel per switch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>100-V/5-A half-bridge gate driver for enhancement mode GaN FETs (TI’s LM5113), Qty: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>150 MHz digital signal controller (TI’s TMS320F28335), Qty: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diodes</td>
<td>600-V/2-A SiC Schottky diode (CREE’s C3D02060E), Qty: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>RM12 3F3 core, Copper foil (4 turns, 5 mils width, 3 mils thickness, 3 foils in parallel) and litz wire (24 turns, 46 AWG, 450 strands in parallel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors</td>
<td>$C_{rp}$: 1300 pF, $C_r$: 1000 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductors</td>
<td>$L_{rp}$: 1 µH, RM12A115 3F3 core, litz wire (3 turns, 46AWG, 3600 strands in parallel), $L_s$: 78 µH, RM12A080 3F3 core, litz wire (31 turns, 46AWG, 450 strands in Parallel), $L_p$: 101 µH, RM12A060 3F3 core, litz wire (41 turns, 46AWG, 450 strands in parallel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 7.** Photograph of the prototype RCN dc/dc converter.

**Fig. 6.** Block diagram of a grid-connected PV system.
The converter maintains near ZCS operation over the entire input voltage and output voltage range. The highest current at switch turn-off is no more than 13.6% of peak switch current when the converter is operated at its nominal input voltage of 32.5 V. When the input voltage is at its minimum of 25 V, the switch turn-off current is still only 15.7% of peak switch current; and when the input voltage is at its maximum of 40 V, current is still only 18.9% of peak switch current.

By adjusting the converter switching frequency over a narrow range from 425 kHz to 500 kHz, the maximum output power that can be delivered by the converter can be maintained within limits across variations in input voltage. This helps maintain high efficiency as the input voltage varies. The switching frequency needs to be increased as the input voltage decreases: 500 kHz is used at an input voltage of 25 V and 425 kHz with an input voltage of 40 V. The maximum output power then varies from 200 W to 325 W across the full range of input voltage, with the output voltage at 400 V, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The converter was also tested for output voltage variations from 250 V to 400 V. When the output voltage is reduced from 400 V to 250 V with input voltage held at 25 V (and switching frequency held constant), the maximum output power drops slightly from 203 W to 195 W, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

The efficiency of the RCN dc/dc converter was also measured across variations in input voltage, output voltage and output power. The measured efficiency of the converter as a function of input voltage is plotted in Fig. 12. The converter maintains efficiency above 95% across the full range of input voltage. The efficiency of the converter increases from 95% to 95.6% as input voltage increases from 25 V to 40 V. The efficiency of the converter as a function of output voltage is shown in Fig. 13. As the output voltage decreases from 400 V to 250 V, with input voltage held constant at 25 V, the efficiency of the converter drops from 95% to 93.7%. The lower efficiency at the lower output voltage is due to the larger currents flowing through the output stages of the converter.

The output power of the converter is controlled below its maximum value using on/off control at an on/off modulation frequency of 500 Hz. The output power is determined by the duty ratio of modulating waveform. A 100% duty ratio delivers maximum power (roughly 200 W at 25 V) and a 10% duty
Fig. 11. Output power of the RCN dc/dc converter with (a) input voltage variation and (b) output voltage variation.

Fig. 12. Efficiency of the RCN dc/dc converter as the input voltage varies.

Fig. 13. Efficiency of the RCN dc/dc converter as the output voltage varies.

Fig. 14. Efficiency of the RCN dc/dc converter as the output power is varied using on/off control. This was measured with $V_{in} = 25 \text{ V}$ and $V_{out} = 400 \text{ V}$.

VI. Conclusion

This paper presents a new resonant dc/dc converter topology that uses a resistance compression network and a combination of on/off control and narrowband frequency control. The converter implementation provides galvanic isolation and enables large (greater than 1:10) voltage conversion ratios. The proposed converter overcomes the challenges faced by many previously reported resonant converters, and achieves very high efficiency by maintaining ZVS and near ZCS operation and offer high efficiency across a wide input voltage, output voltage and output power range. The experimental results from a 200 W prototype show that the converter maintains an efficiency of over 95% across its entire 25–40 V input voltage range at the designed output voltage of 400 V; an efficiency of over 93.7% as output voltage is reduced down to 250 V; and an efficiency of over 93.4% even as output power is reduced to 20 W. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the approach.
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